NGI Subscriber User Guides:

Bidweek Alert: Data Access

Login: For NGI Site Access, always make sure you are logged in. The red boxes at top right depict both situations - the top is what a non-logged-in user will see, while the bottom shows what you will see after a successful login. The login box is found at the top right-hand corner of every page on our website. If you’re uncertain of your login credentials, first review our help docs entitled “How to Log Into the NGI Website” and if still unsure, read “How to Get Help from NGI”

Basic Access: The smaller blue boxes above show how to get to the Bidweek Alert area of our website from our homepage (www.naturalgasintel.com). Hover your mouse over “NGI” and the menu that you see above will appear. The fifth option down is NGI Bidweek Alert - click it. Shortcut: If you hover over MY NGI WELCOME, you will see a dropdown list. Clicking any option will take you there directly.
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You’ll now see the screen at right. The red box highlights current Bidweek Alert data, which will always be ordered by most recent. Clicking will allow you to view and download the current Bidweek Alert data set / issue.

NGI’s Bidweek Alert is a pure data access subscription - there is no news coverage. Subscribers will receive emails during all five days of Bidweek which contain all trading data available at time of publication that day. The website download feature above can also be used to access Bidweek Alert data. All downloaded files (XLS format) will contain that day, plus all previous days of the current Bidweek cycle.

To add NGI’s Bidweek Alert to your subscription package:
Email: sales@naturalgasintel.com
Call: 703.318.8848